FRESHMEN TRiumPH AT STEP-SONGING

Lucile Sylvester Writes Words and Music of Song Selected as Best by Judges

SEniors ALSO win

The Freshmen Choir won first prize for the best original song at the annual step-song competition which took place in the Amphitheater on May 8, on the Chapel steps. Lucile Sylvester, a Freshman, received the music and verse of the song which won the competition.

The original song, composed of two stanzas, runs as follows:

(Continued on Page 5, Col. 3)

Personnel Bureau extends Invitation to N. J. Meeting

The Personnel Bureau is in possession of 300 tickets to the first "Choir-sing-A-Cover," to be held in the amphitheater on May 5.

Thirteen internationally known musicians, representing the "faculty" of this college for chorus and woman, it was announced by George A. Mullen, personnel director, and members of the Administrative Board of the Personnel Bureau, where the convention will be held.

Backers, although prominent, famous designers, unknown butterfly leaders of 16 different clubs, will speak on the chorus opportunities in their respective branches of American music.

Among those who will address people of the American women's colleges include the composers whose music is heard in concert engagements in Europe and the United States. They are profiting generously from this institution, and among them are Miss Lucile Sylvester, and Miss M. M. Wilcox, who will alternate in discussions on "College Choruses" (Continued on Page 5, Col. 1)

SCHOLARSHIP awards are announced to eleven students, who are members of the Freshman class and who have attained a high degree of scholastic standing.
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FAMOUS CRITIC TELLS AUTHOR'S EXPERIMENTS

Miss Alexander Discusses Work of Virginia Woolf; Points Out Various Theories

"The old ways of life and thought will never again prevail," was the benediction which Charles Willard Alexander delivered at the dedication of the new Fine Arts auditorium of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology at Cambridge, Mass., on Saturday afternoon, June 5.

Miss Alexander, who is the wife of the late Alexander, gave her address before the college faculty in the auditorium, which was the center of the dedication ceremonies.

She said that the old ways of life and thought would be supplanted by new ideas and new methods of expression, and that the new fine arts building would be a center for their development.

MISS DONNAN SHOWS INDUSTRIAL CRISIS

Miss Donnan, in her current events talk Monday afternoon, spoke briefly about the labor situation in the fall and winter.

The roar of a great many of the districts has been the common buzz word in the Pacific states, and in the east, and the west, and the middle west, and the south, and the north.

In the middle west, the situation has been much better, and in the south, and the east, and the west, and the north, the situation has been much worse.
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**PERRY has always felt the need of a Dr. Wilson who would be willing to cover the pretty well Perry of a girl at Smith who was very desirous of going to a flying House Party at Princeton. But she said she had no money, and she had already spent too much to call upon her family. She asked her brother, and her brother replied to an imaginary idea. She posted a large sign on the bulletin board which said: "All those who wish to see my real life in a great way, please come to my room at two o'clock tomorrow afternoon. Everyone is invited to come!"

Remember to come at the appointed hour and watch the operation. The O! O! Club made $26.25 and deterred for her week-end and Perry will have the details of the assortment of the sulphur to her imagination.

A Wellesley sophomore returned to her room one recent evening, startled by a cut in a dreamtillard. The Wellesley faculty member viewed and tried the madly to be engaged during her room. Perched on the walls were the mad subdiplomatic press Oxford phases saved for special occasions only. When questioned, the mad subdiplomatic press Oxford phases was completely free of my own space I always mean when I close Perry has seen the sophomore kindly wearing the Oxford to every class.

**Wellesley girls drove down to Plymoh to study with two boys from Harvard. They were going to eat dinner at the Hampton Court Hotel. But when they arrived in Plymoh, they found no trace of any hotel. Upon inquiry for directions, they were shown the hotel of the hotel had been changed but it was still on the same street. It was called the Hampton Court Hotel. They got the hotel which they arrived at a chauffeur's court and got a post card of the hotel by the way of the chauffeur ticket, O-look!" exclaimed one of the Wellesley girls. "You've changed the name from Hampton to Shufboard Court. Perry has not yet discovered the real owner of the chauffeur ticket, O-look!"

**PERRY thought that he was telling the truth and complimenting the waiter at the town when he pointed to the story a few weeks ago of how the waiter at his father's restaurant Perry's over- was finally insured. "Is that true?" Butler the waiter has written to Perry firmly departing that he was willing to be cleared of all guilt. Perry's friends have hopefully informed that the Perryman, who is apt to have a copy of Shakespeare tucked into his pocket, merely explained the waiter's words. They also suggested that the waiter over- did was that "Will you be able to take a kiss?" or "Do you want to brush. It's all right?" So Perry is much disillusioned.

**PERCY is said to have a peculiar habit of asking students, and he firmly believes that he has tapped an inestimable supply. Percy picked up a post with a large wicker basket and three hundred and fifty dollars in his hand. He had learned that he had received upon a Coven-Kafield trip to the Neolithic Park. Peregrine Teasle in charge of put out a nice specimen of the girl. The girl has been.had been heard to have been telegraphically sent up and two off black, white and purple flowers had been put in their wicker basket. After the help through the brush, the girl disappeared and Percy went with his rest of the endorphinologists. Perry learned shortly after his return that the girl had gone to Boston, to London, and had put the baskets under the table. She completely forgot it as she was going out, and a basket was put up as a gift which was cut if there were its bristles. "Why, you said the girl. "Begun cheerfully" came from the Geology Department at Wellesley was looking for things up and that she was going to supply its want.

**Perry is glad that the pool by the hotel is still open, although he fully appreciates its serene beauty. Last Easter Sunday three small boys and two monkeys piled out about it for at least an hour. The boys told Perry that last seasons were Peter, Oliver, and Sidney. They had hung their feathers periwinkles on a latch box near Perry. They only had fair prickers of purple inside the basket. The boys walked away all the fish, they told Perry, "It's not war as a fisherman." That Perry, much the regret, was compelled to melodize his self-killing device. Some moment however, it is getting over due down to the pool, and enjoy his usual sound of the water. He was being called a story by any ten-year-old boy

**The physics laboratory was opened with the afternoon session, and the object of intense concentration was on the second floor. Restaurant was brainy on tuning forks with little rubber handles. Perry's thoughts were made to revolve on tuning forks with the end of his fountain pen, or require it someone would be hit! or tuning electric lights on and off for their own mysteri -ous purposes, and the end of the laboratory reporter was made glad at the signs of application evidenced by Wedgewood's building physics. But suddenly, out of a dead calm came the patriotic cheers of a student, "Yipe!" He exclaimed, "Eight months from today is Christmas!" Perry could hear the clattering of chins of the names of Robert Arthur Kinsmbal, and lovely Laura, and Andy Smithson, and a little scullion who chase Easter tickets to win most of his congregation a Merry Christmas. Perry, unimportant the rest of the year. And Perry would like to echo the sentiment—if he feared.

**Perry considers himself of average virility, but he is occasionally a bit phased by some of the faculty's extraordinary questions. During a botany class the other day in the big lecture room, one of the students entered up a long and straight white beard of her own. When this recitation was finished it was instantly to an effective classmate. Perry was disappointed and asked, "Do you agree with her, and if so why not?"

**Perry knows that room-drawing is a very exciting thing, and this is undoubtedly true that freshmen above all, undergo a triple emotional shock. Right. Perry, in all his new courses, had never realized that the "isn't"
LINES ON HOW HIS DARK PROVERBS WORSE THAN HIS SITE OR EVEN HIS POETRY

To Alma Mater Wellesley's deficiencies, blessing them with their waters. On a May Day eve they were singing.
All while—e'en never ringed.

A short, resonant, sherry bar.

Some girls farming and another

Wrought.

She was madly, odd but true.
Admit says on May Day, see.

SONG IN MAJOR

She got an English Major

She loved this English Major

She wept the English Major

She got a Major in English Lit.

SOLUTION

With apologies to E. E. Cummings
If you curiously bar bake in both words
With your letters and dearfriends.
You'd be electric light.

ASSORTED SONGS

Girl with cold

She can't find a noise in a noise

Fireman

Her heart is so a hole in a nose.

Lily's lover

If a poser is a pose

A disc is a disc

A disc is a disc.

IF

If I were Shrewer

I'd be dearer.

If I were Creer

I'd love the bealt.

If Kayi Ryni were my naiy

You wouldn't treat me till the sum:

If I were Marling

I'd be a fowl.

I'd be the boi.

I'd be the boi.

But since I'm not

I ain't so boi.

E X C U S E, U S E

Each day I hear in Bible class

I can't hear a single

And it's a long, long, long, long, long, long.

Plea a little girl on her birthday

It's, please.

Pleas don't collect any nickels.

And we can't tell off the

Crackers and cheese, prunes and pickles.

And a little singling on the top.

Please, please.

Please don't begin on that song,

Do an absent, complete,

Clapping and scrambling, laughing and

Failing back into your seat.
1957 WINS ANNUAL SONG COMPETITION

(continued from Page 1, Col. 1)

1957's judges for the competition were the noted modernist Dr. Albert McMeen, Dr. Erwin Burger and Dr. Sarah Huntington, 39.

The piano winning song was originally clever, and is originally known in words and time rendered well-known composition. It will probably be added in the ever-growing list of college songs. The words are as follows:

Some heroine of seventeen
Medications towards a college song,
Her mark in life desired to adorn
And as a college cause shell take
China.

Victoria Woolf firmly believes that the modern technique is an important

Professor speaks on Virginia Woolf

(continued from Page 2, Col. 1)

Virginia Woolf firmly believes that the modern technique is an important

If you're satisfied with your present brand, be loyal to it.
But if you'd like a change... you could do a lot worse than try OLD GOLDS!

No better tobacco grows than is used in OLD GOLDS. And they are pure. (No artificial flavoring)

AMERICA'S Smoothest CIGARETTE

Talk to the Two-Foot-Round Hollywood Orchestra every Wednesday night—Colombia Cigarette
It’s irritating and it means... jangled nerves

Yes, it’s irritating to listen to that constant, tuneless humming—and more than that, the humming is a sign of jangled nerves.

If you notice any of those tell-tale nervous habits in yourself—if you whistle through your teeth—juggle your keys—drum on the table—then it’s time to start taking care of yourself.

Get enough sleep—fresh air—recreation—and watch your smoking... Remember, you can smoke as many Camels as you want. Their costlier tobaccos never jangle your nerves.

COSTLIER TOBACCOS

Camels are made from finer, MORE EXPENSIVE TOBACCOS than any other popular brand of cigarettes!

SMOKE AS MANY AS YOU WANT... THEY NEVER GET ON YOUR NERVES!
### The clean Center Leaves are the mildest leaves

**They Taste Better!**

Luckyies are all-ways kind to your throat

As you can see from this picture—Luckyies' fine, smooth quality doesn't just happen — for we use only the clean center leaves. Only the clean center leaves—for which farmers are paid higher prices—for the center leaves are the mildest leaves—they taste better. Then—"It's toasted"—for throat protection. And every Lucky is fully packed with these choice tobaccos—made round and firm—free from loose ends—that's why Luckyies "keep in condition"—do not dry out. Luckyies are always in all-ways kind to your throat.

"It's toasted"

✓ Luckyies are all-ways kind to your throat

---

**Advisement for a Daughter**

It may not matter young and beautiful,
And have you heard her say, "How much one likes to read a book That's sophisticated and quaint?
Or is she Whistler's Mother—
A "truly in black and gray"?
Oh, there the books a-plenty,
Cattle and wild as a dream.
That say Whistlerian mother
Who wind and re-vest and love.
And there are books—how many! You can read on her face
To the element of mothers—
There, just what, I wonder, my dear?
May we suggest possibly
If you want to know the way
To please any kind of reality
SEND A BOOK TO HER TODAY!

**HATHAWAY HOUSE BOOKSHOP**

---

**The Cream of the Crop**

**Only the Center Leaves—these are the Mildest Leaves**

**They Taste Better**

---

**WELLESLEY COLLEGE NEWS**

---

**Advice to a Daughter**

"Keep mother young and beautiful!"
And have you heard her say, "How much one likes to read a book That's sophisticated and quaint?"
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A "truly in black and gray"?
Oh, there the books a-plenty,
Cattle and wild as a dream.
That say Whistlerian mother
Who wind and re-vest and love.
And there are books—how many! You can read on her face
To the element of mothers—
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"Keep mother young and beautiful!"
And have you heard her say, "How much one likes to read a book That's sophisticated and quaint?"
Or is she Whistler's Mother—
A "truly in black and gray"?
Oh, there the books a-plenty,
Cattle and wild as a dream.
That say Whistlerian mother
Who wind and re-vest and love.
And there are books—how many! You can read on her face
To the element of mothers—
There, just what, I wonder, my dear?
May we suggest possibly
If you want to know the way
To please any kind of reality
SEND A BOOK TO HER TODAY!
-they age good grapes
to make rare wines

— and they do something like that to mellow good tobaccos

WHERE THE RARE WINES come from they know that the two most important things in wine-making are the selection of the grapes and the long years of aging in the wine cellars.

IT'S VERY MUCH THE SAME in the making of a cigarette. You have to get the right tobaccos, then put them away to age and mellow in wooden casks.

You can't make a good cigarette like Chesterfield in a day. It takes over two years to age the tobaccos for your Chesterfields—but it adds something to the taste and makes them milder.

Everything that modern Science really knows about is used to make Chesterfield the cigarette that's milder, the cigarette that tastes better.